Ottoman Summer Program 2020
Tentative Syllabus for **Intermediate Class**

**Instructors:**
- July 6—July 24: Ferenc Csirkés
- July 27—August 14: Gheis Ebadi

The intermediate-level class aims to improve the reading and comprehension skills of students through a variety of texts with complex and compound sentences, and to introduce them to handwritten materials (both manuscripts and archival sources) from various genres written in different scripts. Emphasis will also be laid on the consolidation of Ottoman Turkish grammar.

**Week 1:** Printed Ottoman texts
- Popular prose
- Travel writing

**Week 2:** *Nesih and talik*
- Sixteenth-century Ottoman chronicles and catechisms (*tevarih, ilm-i hal*)
- Poetry

**Week 3:** *Divani*
- Imperial edicts (*ferman*)
- Entries from the Registers of Important Affairs (*mühimme defterleri*)

**Week 4:** *Talik*
- Ottoman court records (*kadi sicilleri*)
- Biographical dictionaries (*tezkire; tabakat*)

**Week 5:** *Rika*
- Printed texts in *rika* style
- Archival reports and petitions from the late Ottoman period

**Week 6:**
- Reader responses, annotations, and marginal notes (*der-kенar, haşйye*)
- Şehrengiz